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Now, learn to shoot a bow for fun,
to hunt or to compete

right in your own backyard . . .

The most precise step-by-step learning system
developed for archery

Screened, nationally certified & experienced instructors

$47.50/hour and up (all inclusive)—save 20%-60%
vs.

upward of $60/hour plus other fees elsewhere

✔ Learn everything from how to choose the right archery supplies to

archery safety and how to string & destring a bow to how to 

improve your accuracy

✔ No prior archery experience or training necessary

✔ 25-30 feet of space is all that's required

✔ Learn target shooting, bowhunting or both using the recurve

bow, compound bow or crossbow

✔ 1-on-1 private lessons 7 days a week for all ages—you could be 

a young Katniss Everdeen fan or the middle-aged father of one 

interested in reliving your school/college days or learning an 

exciting new weekend, holiday, retirement or family hobby. We 

teach even paraplegics.

✔ Customized learning plan—no set lessons structure, learn at

your own pace

✔ Pay as you go—pay for as many lessons as you want. Learn just 

the basics in a week or take a full year to learn everything it takes 

to become a serious competition archer or good bow hunter. 5%-

10% discount for NRA members.

✔ No equipment? No problem. Rent archery supplies for as 

little as $10/day.

✔ 15,167 lessons (and counting) taught in all 50 states since 2009

✔ Clients include the Government of Ireland, Whole Foods 

Market, UCLA, city governments, 10% of all archery students 

in England, celebrities and movie stars

✔ Satisfaction guaranteed—you must like your lessons & your 

instructor or you can ask for a replacement instructor and start all 

over again at our expense. 100% money-back guarantee if still not 

satisfied.

TESTIMONIAL

There's no excuse at all not to start your archery lessons

“But I live in the suburbs or upstate, miles away from the nearest archery school, 
shooting range or archery instructor!”

A screened, nationally certified & experienced instructor can give you (or a loved one) 1-on-1 
private archery lessons right in your own backyard—no matter where you live. All that your 
instructor and you will need is 25-30 feet of space.

“1-on-1 private lessons in my own backyard? Must be expensive. If I get around to it, I 
think I'll get in touch with a local archery instructor who may be more affordable.”

If you are a beginner, you won't pay anywhere near the $60/hour + fees others charge to 
teach you a regular archery system.

1-on-1 private Archery PRO lessons can be yours for as low as $47.50/hour (all inclusive). In 
fact, you end up saving 20% to 60% with Archery PRO.

You can learn the basics as quickly as within 7 days and quit. Or become a serious archer or 
hunter over the course of a year with the help of your Archery PRO instructor.

When choosing a local archery instructor who may be less expensive, ask yourself:

• Do they teach the Archery PRO method, the most precise step-by-step learning 
system developed for archery?

• Have they taught more students than the average Archery PRO instructor?

• Can they match the Archery PRO guarantee?

“You're kidding, right! $47.50/hour! The Archery PRO lessons must surely cut 
corners.”

No one else can teach you how to shoot a bow for fun, to hunt or to compete for as low as 
$47.50/hour like we do for a simple reason: They don't have the kind of access that we have 
to thousands of nationally certified & experienced instructors who teach the Archery PRO 
system.

Archery PRO instructors love archery and passing on their love of the sport to others just as 
much as they love making honest money. They welcome the business we send their way and 
they agree to lower their fees (but not their teaching standards) in return.

You'll learn everything from how to choose the right archery supplies to archery safety. And 
how to string & destring a bow to how to improve your accuracy. Nothing's left out.

“But I don't own any archery supplies?!”

Though it helps, you don't need to buy/own any archery supplies to get started with Archery 
PRO lessons. You can easily borrow archery supplies from us for as little as $10 a day. Just 
let us know and we'll make all the arrangements.

“I may be too young/old to learn to shoot a bow!”

Whether you are 4 or 104, you can safely learn the Archery PRO method right in your own 
backyard. We teach even paraplegics.

So far, we've taught 15,167 lessons in all 50 states in just 5 years.

We've been hired by:

➔ Whole Foods Market, Inc., to teach & bring their employees closer together,

➔ the Government of Ireland to teach their citizens in parks all over the Emerald Isle,

➔ UCLA to teach their swimming team,

➔ US city governments to teach their citizens,

➔ private citizens in England (10% of all archery students are now taught by Archery 
PRO instructors), and

➔ American celebrities and movie stars.

“What if I don't like the instructor?”

Only 2 out of 100 applicants who wish to become an Archery PRO instructor make the cut.

Before they can be accepted, all applicants must:

✔ have at least 5 years of instructor experience,

✔ be nationally certified in safety,

✔ clear background & reference checks, and

✔ ace several interviews.

They also must submit proof of their experience as an instructor.

Successful applicants are then retrained in the Archery PRO system and must pass an exam 
before they can call themselves Archery PRO instructors.

Not surprisingly, we stand behind our instructors 100%.

But in case you are not happy with your instructor for any reason (or no reason at all), we'll 
replace them at our expense. Plus, you can even start your Archery PRO lessons all over 
again, if you wish.

If you are still not happy, we will promptly issue a 100% refund. We guarantee it.

“I don't have the time. I'm too busy.”

Schedule & customize your Archery PRO classes around your life. There is no set lessons 
structure. You can learn archery using the Archery PRO system at your own pace.

You can learn & practice every day. Every other day. Just on the weekends. Or once a week. 
Learn as fast as you can or want to. Or take your time. It's always up to you. You can learn 
the basics in just 7 days. If you want to learn to become a competent archer or bowhunter, 
you can take up to a full year (365 days) to master the sport.

You can even reschedule as many classes as you like by letting us know 24 hours in 
advance.

You can also relocate the training to a different place anytime you please or let your Archery 
PRO instructor choose a safe location for you.

“I don't have any archery experience or training.”

You don't need any. We'll go so far as to say that it's better you don't have any prior archery 
training. You must know that in archery what you DON'T learn is just as important as what you
DO learn.

And that's where Archery PRO is different.

TESTIMONIAL

The Archery PRO method is most likely the best archery
teaching system available in your area

Archery PRO is a precise step-by-step system that builds a strong foundation of:

➔ safety,

➔ form,

➔ positioning,

➔ consistency, and

➔ accuracy.

Because of the strict order in which the Archery PRO techniques are taught, you are less 
likely to develop bad shooting habits that can trouble even experienced archers.

The Archery PRO system is designed to instill both foundational physical & mental techniques
and several happy “side-effects”, including a sense of positive achievement.

Archery PRO is also a great incentive to get yourself (or a young or old loved one) away from 
their TV, smartphone, computer, recliner or desk.

TESTIMONIAL

Try Archery PRO with this risk-free guarantee

If you agree you no longer have any excuse not to take up archery lessons right away (that 
too right in your own backyard), then try Archery PRO entirely at our risk.

We guarantee you'll be:

✔ 100% thrilled to take up, learn & practice the Archery PRO system, and

✔ more than satisfied with your Archery PRO instructor.

If not, we'll replace your instructor at our expense and even let you start your Archery PRO 
lessons from scratch.

And that's not all.

If you are still not happy, you will receive a prompt & courteous 100% refund.

What could be fairer than that?

Call 877-447-4745 toll free right away to get started.

Or simply fill out this form to find & handpick an approved Archery PRO instructor serving your
area:

“Yes, I (or a loved one) want to
be coached by a screened,

nationally certified &
experienced Archery PRO

instructor to shoot a bow for
fun, to hunt or to compete, right

in my own backyard. Quickly
show me a list of Archery PRO
instructors serving my area.”

Name

E-Mail

Phone

ZIP

FIND & HANDPICK
YOUR ARCHERY PRO INSTRUCTOR

© Archery Lessons, 800 N Rainbow Blvd, Las Vegas, NV 89107. Archery Lessons and Archery PRO are brought to you by Lesson PRO, an
online marketplace that serves a nationwide need for a reliable, reputable & trustworthy lessons source.
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